ELECTRIC STAPLING MACHINES

- Desk top stapler for full-strip excellent for desk
- Stapling is automatic when paper is inserted
- In-built flat stapling for thin stapling areas
- Staples up to 20 sheets of paper using rapid 26/6
- Adaptor (standard) or battery
- Electric function which makes the motor return to original position if excess sheets are added

Rapid 65 Electric Stapler
$235 + GST
ITEM # 0197815

Rapid 90 Electric Stapler
$399 + GST
ITEM # 0173043

- The ideal power stapler for the centre of the office
- Designed for high workload
- Staples up to 20 sheets at a time
- Front loading
- Takes 66/6 staples

RAPID 26/6 STAPLES (BOX OF 5,000)
ITEM # 0173239 $4.95 + GST

RAPID 66/6 STAPLES (BOX OF 5,000)
ITEM # 0173263 $12 + GST

RAPID 66/8 STAPLES (BOX OF 5,000)
ITEM # 0173271 $15 + GST

- Stepless adjustable stapling force
- Moveable anvil for stapling & pinning
- Automatic stapling
- Safe will not staple while protective visor is up
- Staples up to 40 sheets (75 gsm) of paper at a time
- Takes 66/6 or 66/8 staples

Rapid 100 Electric Stapler
$945 + GST
ITEM # 0173051

Rapid 106 Electric Stapler
$1,395 + GST
ITEM # 0174679

- Ideal heavy duty electric stapler when sheets & brochures are to be stapled
- Capable of flat, saddle & loop (accessory required) stapling
- Includes work table & protection visor
- Staples 50 sheets normal
- Staples 20 sheets saddle stitch
- Takes 66/6 or 66/8 staples

Rapid 5080 Electric Stapler
$985 + GST
ITEM # 0264181

Rapid 5020e Electric Stapler
$365 + GST
ITEM # 0315520

- Cassette Loading with a high-tech 3 in 1 flat clinch stapler
- This stapler can easily be used for corner, side & brochure stapling
- Worn parts are automatically replaced every time the cassette is changed
- 80 sheet capacity
- Adjustable throat depth
- 5080 Cassette - 1 Pack of 5000
  Code 0264200 $75 + GST

- Cassette Loading with a high-tech 3 in 1 flat clinch stapler
- This stapler can easily be used for corner, side & brochure stapling
- Worn parts are automatically replaced every time the cassette is changed
- 20 sheet capacity in normal stapling, 15 sheet in brochure stapling
- 5020 Cassette - 2 Packs of 1500
  Code 0315530 $55 + GST

MANUAL STAPLING MACHINES

skrebbba 117L Heavy Duty Stapler
$335 + GST
ITEM # 0098380

- Heavy duty stapler for any tough job
- Front loading
- Staples up to 160 sheets
- Adjustable paper stop for paper alignment
- Stapling depth 25 cm
- Staples available in boxes of 1000

ITEM #
23/6 0098398 $8 + GST
23/8 0098403 $9 + GST
23/10 0098411 $10 + GST
23/12 0189482 $12 + GST
23/15 0098437 $20 + GST

Rapid DUAX STAPLER Heavy Duty Stapler
$385 + GST
ITEM # 0280120

- One stapler, one staple one length
- Staples 2-170 sheets
- Cuts the staple to the right length as you staple
- Flat clinch for neat & even corners
- One stapler for all your needs
- Duax Staples - Pack of 1000
  Code 0280130 $25 + GST

ALL PRICES SUBJECT TO 10% GST